The forthcoming releases of Java JDK v1.5 and C# v2.0 support generic classes (classes with generic type parameters) and generic methods. Furthermore, each also supports constrained generic types.
Much has been written about generic types. In "A Comparative Study of Language Support for Generic Programming" by Garcia et al (http://www.osl.iu.edu/publications/pubs/2003/comparing_generic_programming03.pdf), details of generic types and programming in C++, Haskell, Standard ML, Eiffel, Java and C# are compared. Useful details and generic coding examples from the soon to be released Java JDK 1.5 (now in beta) are presented in the paper "Generics in the Java Programming Language" by Gilad Bracha. Some of the examples used in this column were inspired by this paper.
Generic types in Java and C# introduce more expressiveness at the source code level and move type checking from run-time to compile-time when inserting objects into generic collections. In the current pre-generic versions of Java and C#, genericity in collections is obtained through the backdoor of using the universal super type Object as a polymorphic placeholder for the actual reference type that defines the objects to be inserted into the collection. Other than programmer comments, there is little in the source code that reveals the type of object that the programmer intends to hold in the collection. Only by carefully reverse-engineering the source code does this become apparent if in fact only a single type is inserted into the non-generic collection. Generic collections in both Java and C# provide useful self-documentation in the source code in addition to strengthening compile-time type checking. Java and C# use invariant generic typing in contrast with Eiffel which uses covariant typing. In Java and C# a List<String> is not a subtype of a List<Object>. These are considered separate stand-alone classes. In Eiffel, a List<B> would be considered a subtype of a List<A> if B conforms to A (B is a descendent of A or equal to A). Although covariant typing generally leads to more flexibility in the use of generics, it has been shown to allow code that is statically correct but fails at runtime (see "Type-Save
The add command cannot be invoked on the myCollection object since the wildcard represents some unknown type. Since we do not know the type, we are not allowed to pass anything except the value null into add.
There is no direct equivalent to wildcards in C# generics but the same functionality can be achieved indirectly. We consider an example used in Gilad Bracha's "Generics in the Java Programming Language." Thanks go to Peter Sestoft (Professor in Information Technology at the Department of Mathematics and Physics, http://www.matfys.kvl.dk/ of the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University, http://www.kvl.dk, in Denmark) for his thoughtful comments concerning the C# version of the implementation.
We wish to store and maintain a list of lists that contain elements that conform to an abstract class Shape (are of type Shape or a descendent of Shape). We present the Java solution first using wildcards and then show how, without wildcards, we can achieve the same functionality using generic C#. defines the static field history as an ArrayList containing a List of Shape objects where Shape is a polymorphic placeholder for any conforming sub-type (Circle, Rectangle or RightTriangle).
Method drawShapeList first adds a new List, shapes, to history. It then uses the new for loop construct (C#'s foreach loop) to iterate through the shapes and send each shape the draw command (which produces output to the console).
Finally, method outputHistory uses two nested for loops to iterate through the lists and then for each list to iterate through the shapes contained within that list.
We next examine how to achieve the same functionality in generic C#. It is not possible in C# to declare history as a stand-alone field with a constrained generic parameter as was done in Java. It is necessary to embed the history field inside of a static generic class Consts that explicitly establishes the generic constraint through, public static class Consts<E> where E : Shape { public static List<List<E>> history = new List<List<E>>(); … } This class also contains the public methods DrawShapeList and OutputHistory. Each of these methods utilizes a generic parameter F that extends the constrained generic parameter E. the DrawShapeList method is able to infer the parameter F (inner list type).
Clearly there is more complexity and subtlety associated with the generic C# implementation than the generic Java implementation. J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 3, NO. 8 Since generics in Java was designed to be totally compatible with the existing JVM (Java virtual machine), it offers no performance improvement over straight non-generic Java. One may in fact view Java generics as an extension to the allowable syntax of standard Java with the compiler translating generic code first to standard non-generic code. So the declaration, Collection<Integer> is seen by the virtual machine as Collection<Object>. Generics were designed into the .NET framework so List<int> (aka List<Int32>) does not translate to List<Object>. There is no wrapping and unwrapping overhead required when constructing collections of value types such as int in generic C#. C# uses code specialization (like C++) when implementing collections of value types and uses code sharing (like Java) when implementing collections of non-value types (ordinary reference types). A simple experiment was designed to enable performance comparisons to be undertaken so that the efficiency of C# generics could be compared with that of generic Java both for value types (primitive types in Java) and reference types. Listings 3 and 4 contain the code that was used in this simple experiment. In each experiment, four stacks of base-type integer (int in C# and Integer in Java) were constructed by pushing one million integer objects onto the first stack and then popping that stack while loading the contents of the first stack onto the second stack and repeating this process until the fourth and last of the stacks is loaded with a million objects and then the objects popped from this last stack. The same scenario was repeated only using String as the base type rather than integer objects. Since String is a reference type in both languages this second experiment allows us to see whether any significant differences exist between the performance on generic reference types versus value types. 
